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With Vuk Kostic, Tihomir Stanic, Marko
Janketic, Nina Jankovic. All of them, on the

whole, headed for a way out of the crisis, and
no one doubted that this should be done

peacefully. Everyone was waiting for Prime
Minister AleksiÄ‡, who promised to make the
right decision by the beginning of December.
After his meeting with President Desic, who

announced that Serbia would not participate in
excise exemptions from the extractive industry
and would raise duties on oil products, which

remained at the same price, the decisiveness of
the supporters of overcoming the crisis
noticeably decreased.From that day on,
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hostilities began. The government has limited
the supply of oil and gasoline to Italy and

Greece. In response, the Italians stopped oil
exports to Italy, and oil supplies to Greece were

frozen. At the same time, Serbian oil
companies, in order to make a profit, began to
raise fuel prices, and Aleksic did this without
the consent of Belgrade. The Prime Minister
decided to repeal the excise ordinance, which

was signed by President Desic and approved by
Parliament. The prime minister's order to

abolish all excise taxes on petroleum products
in a number of European countries was first
published on the news portal of the Political
News Agency. The reasons for the economic

blockade imposed by Italy obviously stem from
the situation that developed in Yugoslavia in the
1990s, when it broke up into two state entities
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and only formally continued to remain as one of
the republics of Yugoslavia. At the beginning of

1990, Serbia faced the prospect of complete
bankruptcy. The country's default threatened
with serious social upheavals, and a halt in oil
exports would mean the loss of a significant

part of incoming income. The public debt that
had to be paid would therefore have increased

several times over. If such a policy were
implemented, the Serbian state would quickly

find itself on the verge of bankruptcy.
However, the political situation in the Balkans

at the beginning of 1990 was not quite the same
as it was in subsequent years. Only in

1999-2000, after the NATO bombings in
Serbia, did a feeling of fear arise for the future
of the country. This happened when the center
of partisan resistance in Bosnia was suppressed,
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and the war began in Croatia. The military
aggression of NATO against Yugoslavia,

despite the huge costs, caused many residents of
the country to feel fear and anxiety, and during

these years Serbia was a faithful ally of
Moscow. After a short period of economic

recovery and political reforms, in 2003 the US
and the EU began an economic blockade of
Serbia. It consists in a sharp restriction of

exports
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